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FACTORS AFFECTING SOIL COLOR
(PROGRESS REPORT)

MAX J. PLICE, Oklahoma A. aDd I. College, Stillwater

It is generally agreed among sol1 workers today that. outside of the
parent material, the most potent factors of soil coloration are iron and
organIc matter. Further, it is commonly believed that the most influential
forms of these SUbstances, In this connection, are hematite and humiC
substances. respectively; hematite producing the "red"-colored sol1s and
humic acid compounds, in connection with iron. producing the "dark"·
colored soils. However, In view of the fact that a great many different
shades of red soils, and fully as many shades of dark soils exist. It seems
desirable to try to discover the mechanism which produces so many
varieties of coloration from two pigmentary materials.

Hematite occurs in several color forms varying through different
shades of red. pink, brown, purple, and gray to almost black; Its streak
color, however, is always reddish. Likewise, different types of organic
maUer vary through different shades of almost the sa.me gamut of colore.
Thus, mineral soil which consists otherwise of whitish, sfl1ceous material
COUld, if mixed with varying amounts of the two main pigmentary materials,
be produced In an unending array of shades and hues of color.

In the present work it has been found that the reddish colors of the
few existing truly red soils are not directly proportional to the amount
of hematite present In them. Several instances have been observed In
Which two soils of indistinguishable red colOr had widely different Iron
contents. Conversely, still more Instances have been observed wlrere two
soils of nearly Identical Iron content had widely different colors. Much
more Influential on color than amount of Iron are particle size, density,
and degree of agglomeration of the iron crystals present. If a smaIl
amount ot nearly any red soil Is placed In a mortar and pestled weU the
color becomes distinctly lighter. This is due to the greater scattering of
Ught by the resulting finer particles and to the "diluted" effect or de
agglomeration ot the iron produced by the grinding. It 80 happens that
the density (telsltlc quality) and agglomeration of hematite crystala are
greatest In the reddest soils.

The explanation of this seems to be that these sol18 contain a very
etnall amount ot organic matter and that, at any time, there Is never more
than a. trace of soluble organic matter present. This precluda the torm-
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atlon at one tlme of more thaD an infinitesimal amount of IabUe 1roD.
TbJ8 .oluble iron comu alm08t entirely from amorphous or hydrated fOnDII
of Iron and owing to the oual highly oxidative concUt1on present in such
801", fa talrly rapidly oxidized and built onto hematite crystal8 already
preMnt. Thus the Snherent color' becomes more apparent. llgbt dispersion
leuened and the red color of the Iron Is Inteneltled.

It fa BamUm.. found that, In certa1n areas of 8011 of pronounced redd18h
color, there are pr...nt email areas at 8eemlngly otherwl8e 81mUar 80U
which are only Ilightly reddish or perhaps not reddlsh-colored at aU.
Gell'flrally, It not always, It wUl be found that the nonreddlsh, or Ilghter
colored, 1011 containl considerably more calcium or other bases, particularly
IfOdlum. than the red 8011. It Is known In physical chemletry that baaes
tend to retard and often completely prevent agglomeration at the Iron
partlcl.... Thu. the Iron effect 18 not allowed to become intensified and
a Ughter color of the soU 18 the result.

The brownish shade8 of color In salls are more complex than the reds
.lnce they are caused generally by both physical and chemical comblna
tlon8 of Iron with organic matter. The Ilghter brown colon, tencUng
toward yellowish, are moatly dominated by hydrated forms at iron oxide
but always contain some water-8oluble organic matter. As the brownish
color become8 darker either or both of two changes occur; the degree
of hydration ot the Iron lessens or the amount of organic matter In chemical
combination with iron increases. In this connection, as w1l1 be brought
out below, the reaction (acidic or basic) of the medium and the dominating
degree of moisture have effects on the color. The chocolate brownish to
maroon colors ot certain sol1s in the south are not completely understood but
It Is believed that the comparatively low smca content of the parent material
In connection with highly oxidized Iron, plus soluble organic matter In a
low acidic medium, 18 strongly influential. Titanium and manganese have
been found to have little It any Influence on color In this particular con
n~tlon.

The color of 80me gray soils, low In organic matter, seems to be due
to the preBence of both ferric and ferrou8 iron and not to ferrous Iron
alone. The gray color due to Iron was found to be best developed when
the proportions of ferric to ferrous Iron varied from 3: 2 to 2: 3. As the
proportion of ferric Iron exceeds these figures the colors of all 8011s studied
become browner. ConverselY, as the ferrous iron dominates more strongly,
the color becomes lighter or more whitish.

The color ot some other gray solis Is Influenced, In addition to the
two Iron torms, by highly dispersed, small particles of organic matter
which are high In carbon content. Some ot the carbon has been found to
be highly graphitic and some to be humic In nature. The gray color of
such solls may be said to be a highly diluted, blackish color.

Dark brown or blacklsh-colored 80118 are found mostly in depressed
areas or In places where the organic matter haa undergone decomposition
under at least temporary excealve-molsture conditions. This has been
found not to Imply highly anaerobic conditions, except, possibly, temporartly.
Instead, It has been found that considerable oxYgen 18 necessary to develop
a dark coloration. The mechanism that produces the dark coloration of
the aoll-botb mineraI and organic matter-demands an environment which
la alternately strongly reducing and weakly oxidizing. The former con
dition Ie produced biologically with the aid of the exceu moisture and
eull7 decomposable organic matter wbUe the latter Is formed by ..
temporary significant decreaae In moisture and available energy material.
ft. particUlar component part of the organic matter which plays the meet
act1ve rol. In coloradon haa been found to belong to the polyhydro%y-
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pbenola. It 18 tormed prlmarUy from tannic aubstances which occur til
nearlY all plaDt material and poaseues actual indicator propertlea. When
It comblDu with soluble iron, ferrous or terrlc or both, it produces the
well known dark "pigment," probably seen most commonly in soUa occur
ring In depressed areas. This pigment, being an indicator, varies in color
with the hydrogen-ion concentration of the lIoll medium. Normally It
causes a grayish color at a pH of about 6.7 to 6.0. Below this concentration
the color becomes llghter, gradually approaching the color of freeh ripe
persimmon pulp, at strong acidities. Beginning at about pH 6 and with
increasing alkallnlty, the pigment gradUally darkens in hue. Its maximum
dark development is well evident In some black alkali 1101111.

Although It is true that the darker color is generally well developecl
under conditions where base8, 8uch a8 8odium, calcium, etc., are ucesavely
abundant. it is al80 developed under certain conditions where there may
be only a minimum amount of bases pre8ent. Such an environment exillts
in ultramo18t places where a modicum of oxygen and 80luble organlo
matter exi8ts. The oxygen may be supplied either by rains, by movin&'
well-aerated ground water, or by aspiration by fluctuating water levele.
Under this condition a medium strong to quite strong reducing environment
Is brought about and, as Is the case with some indicators, the pigment 18
affected by oxidation-reduction potentials as well as by hydrogen-Ion
concentratlon. Thus it Is that in depre8sed places this organic ptament
18 maintained in lt8 dark form.

As yet, nothing has been mentioned about moisture. As 18 well known,
the main effect that moisture has on color change is phY8icai in nature.
Its greatest development occur8 In finely divided materlalll, 8uch as soil,
where the water merely tms up pore 8paces, thereby 8topping or greatly
d-ecreasing light dispersion. In thl8 manner moisture give8 the appearance
ot darkening sol1s.
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